Quick Poll Results: Status of Light Curing
The light-curing unit (LCU) has become an essential piece of equipment in the dental office. In most countries, the LCU is classified as
a medical device, which means it must be tested and approved before it can be used on patients1. Dental curing lights emit large
quantities of blue light between 430 and 460 nanometers. This covers the range of wavelengths shown to be most damaging to the
retina2. Therefore, it is important for dental personnel to utilize appropriate eye protection when using these devices3, 4. This
practice not only ensures safety, but also is critical for the proper polymerization of dental restorative materials. The disinfection of
the curing unit and use of barriers to avoid cross-contamination are also important for their safe and effective use1, 5. However, it is
often reported that few dentists regularly monitor the output from their light-curing unit, use an infection control barrier, or use
adequate eye protection1, 6.
A total of 381 practitioners, 75% of whom were members of the Network, responded to a Quick Poll on Light Curing in August 2020.
Of note and as below, 25% of respondents had never checked the output from their curing light, 26% used to check the output but
no longer saw the need to do so because the output was always fine, and another 24% check it once a month or so. The remaining
25% check it every time they use it or once per day (9%), or at least once per week (16%), to monitor any changes.

Which of the following most accurately describes your approach
to testing of the output (irradiance/intensity) from your curing
light?
We have never tested the output from the curing light. It may be
tested when it is serviced

25%

We used to check routinely but it did not vary so we rarely if ever
check anymore

26%

We noticed little change so we now only check it once every month or
so

24%
16%

Check at least once each week to monitor any changes
Check before each use or at least once per day to monitor any
changes

9%

About 46% of the respondents reported that they place a new infection control barrier for each patient and clean the light with a
disinfectant wipe after each patient. An additional 15% do so once each day. About 7% use a household plastic wrap instead, but
disinfect with a wipe after each use. 32% of respondents stated that they do not use an infection control barrier over the light, but
instead wipe it with a disinfectant after each patient.

Which best describes your infection control procedure when using a
dental curing light?
Use the same infection control barrier all day, but wipe the plastic
barrier with a disinfectant wipe after each use on a patient

1%

Do not use a special barrier, but always clean the light with a
disinfectant wipe after each use on a patient
Cover the light in new household plastic wrap to act as a barrier for
every patient, and clean the light with a disinfectant wipe after each…

32%
7%

Use a new infection control barrier for each patient, and clean the light
with a disinfectant wipe after each use on a patient.

46%

Use a new barrier made specifically for the light for each patient, and
clean the light with a disinfectant wipe once a day.

15%

About 32% of the respondents look directly at the restoration during curing through an orange shield on the unit, a handheld orange
shield (18%), or orange glasses (10%). About 10% of the respondents look directly at the curing light and the restoration for at least
some of the time when they are light curing, and 30% simply avert their eyes while the device is on.

Whether it is you or your assistant who is the operator, identify
the statement that most accurately reflects how most lightcuring procedures are performed in your practice
The operator does not use any special shielding, but averts
their eyes when the light is on.
The operator looks directly at the restoration when the light
is on through a hand-held orange shield.
The operator looks directly at the restoration when the light
is on through a pair of orange goggles/glasses.
The operator looks directly at the restoration when the light
is on through the orange shield on the curing light.
The operator looks directly at the restoration and the light
for some of the time that the curing light is turned on.

30%
18%
10%
32%
10%

Interestingly 49% of the respondents would not use a light if it delivered below 500 mW/cm2. If their light usually emitted 1000
mW/cm2, but was now only emitting 500 mW/cm2, 49% said they would extend the curing time to 20 (7%) or 30 seconds (31%), and
about 9% would use thinner increments.

If your curing light output is typically 1000 mW/cm2 and you
normally cure each composite increment for 15 seconds, how
long would you cure each increment if you determined that your
light output was only 500 mW/cm2?
Would not use the light because the light output is too low to
adequately cure the resin
Continue to use the light for 15 seconds, but place the composite in
thinner increments

49%
9%
31%

Extend curing time to 30 seconds per increment.

7%

Extend curing time to 20 seconds per increment.
Continue to use the light for 15 seconds.

4%

Most (78%) respondents were aware that the blue light hazard refers to eye damage from cumulative exposure from a variety of
sources, but 9% did not think that the curing light could cause any retinal damage because the dental exposure was too low. About
5% thought that the blue light hazard was only related to long-term chronic exposure to low intensity sources, such as cell phones
and computers (5%), or from brief exposure to high intensity sources like the sun (5%). An additional 3% saw it as a phenomenon
that can cause macular degeneration, but that it is too low to cause concern.

Which of the following most accurately reflects your
understanding about the "blue light hazard?
A phenomenon that is only related to brief exposures to very high
intensity sources, such as lasers or direct viewing of the sun.

5%

A phenomenon that is only related to long-term chronic exposure
to very low intensity sources, such as cell phones and computer…

5%

A phenomenon that may cause damage to the eye based on the
cumulative exposure to blue light from many different sources.

78%

A phenomenon that can cause retinal damage, but it is not a
concern in the dental office because dental exposure is too low
A phenomenon that can cause macular degeneration, but it is not a
concern in the dental office because dental exposure is too low.

9%
3%

The survey revealed that there remains a lack of awareness that the light should be tested regularly, that it should be adequately
covered and disinfected between patients, and that it should be operated by viewing directly through appropriate eye protection in
order to optimize curing and prevent ocular damage.
Of note, the participants of this survey are motivated dentists who were willing to participate in the survey, and we thank them.
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